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ABSTRACT
Social networks have garnered much attention recently. Several studies have been undertaken to extract social networks
among people, companies, and so on automatically from the
web. For use in social sciences, social networks enable analyses of the performance and valuation of companies. This
paper describes an attempt to learn ranking of entities from
a social network that has been mined from the web. In
our approach, we ﬁrst extract diﬀerent kinds of relational
data from the web. We construct social networks using several relevance measures in addition to text analysis. Subsequently, the relations are integrated to maximize the ranking predictability. We also integrate several relations into
a combined-relational network and use the latest ranking
learning algorithm to obtain the ranking model. Additionally, we propose the use of centrality scores of companies
on the network as features for ranking. We conducted two
experiments on a social network among companies to learn
the ranking of market capitalization, and on a social network
among researchers for ranking of researchers’ productivity.
This study speciﬁcally examines a new approach to using
web information for advanced analysis by integrating multiple relations among named entities.

Keywords
social network, ranking learning, relation extraction, search
engine, web mining

1. INTRODUCTION
Social networks have attracted much attention recently.
An increasing number of studies have investigated relation
extraction and network extraction among named entities on
the web. Several studies have been undertaken to extract
social networks automatically from the web among people,
companies, and so on [6, 8, 7, 5].
The extracted relations and social networks are useful for
various applications [2, 6]. In the social sciences, in order to
identify the prominence or importance of an individual actor
embedded in a network, centrality measures have been used
in social sciences. On the other hand, ranking network entities is an important topic in link mining. Given a network
among entities, the goal is to ﬁnd a good ranking function
to calculate the ranking of each entity using the relational
structure [1, 3].
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Considering those two directions of recent studies–relation
extraction from the web and ranking learning– the next feasible step is to learn ranking based on relations extracted
from the web. This paper describes an attempt to learn
the ranking of named entities from a social network mined
from the web. It enables us to have a model to rank entities for various purposes: one might wish to rank entities
for search and recommendation, or might want to have the
ranking model for prediction. For example, if we want to
rank companys by their market price, we can extract the
social network of the company from the web and learn the
ranking model based on the social network. Consequently,
we can predict the market price ranking of a new company
by considering its relations to other companys.
In our ranking learning model, given a list of entities, we
ﬁrst extract diﬀerent types of relations from the web based
on our previous work [7, 5]. Then we rank entities on these
networks using diﬀerent ranking indices. We designate these
rankings as internal rankings because they are calculated
directly from relational networks. Conversely, we designate
the target ranking of given entities as the external ranking.
We propose three approaches to learn and predict target
ranking based on internal rankings: Simply choose the most
predictive relation types; Combine multiple relations into
one network, designated as the combined-relational network,
to learn ranking using a probabilistic model; Integrate multiple ranking indices from social networks as company features. We conducted two experiments: using social networks
of 312 companies in Japan to discern the ranking of market capitalization; using social netowrks of 253 researchers
from University of Tokyo to learn the ranking of researchers’
productivity. Several ﬁndings including web co-occurrence
relations are important to produce good rankings for companies as well as researchers. Large companies are also famous
in several relational networks.
This paper is organized as follows. The following section
presents a description of an overview of a ranking learning
model. Section 3 introduces our previous work for extracting social networks from the web. Section 4 describes ranking learning approaches based on extracted social networks.
Section 5 describes experimental settings and the results.
Section 6 presents some discussion before concluding the
paper.

2.

RANKING LEARNING MODEL

The motivation of our study is explained as follows: We
can infer various relations among entities from the web.
However, what we are often interested in is not the rela-
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tion itself, but a combination of relations (e.g. ﬁnding a
path), or the aggregated impact of the relations to each entity (e.g. centrality of the entity) [9]. If we can identify
a type of relation or a typed network that is inﬂuential to
some attributes of each entity, we can understand that the
types of relation are important, and that it would be possible to execute an analysis using the extracted network. In
short, our approach consists of two steps;
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Step 1: Constructing Social Networks Given a list of entities with target ranking, we extract multiple social networks
among these entities from the web based on preliminary
studies.
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Step 2: Ranking learning Rank entities on extracted social
networks and determine a ranking model based on the feedback from correlation between external ranking (target ranking) and internal ranking (from the network itself).

Once we obtain a ranking model, we use it for prediction for unknown entities. Additionally, we can obtain the
weights for each relation type, which can be considered as
important for relations. If the important relations are identiﬁed, the social network can be visualized by speciﬁcally
examining its relations. Alternatively, social network analysis can be executed based on the relations.

3. CONSTRUCTING SOCIAL NETWORKS
FROM THE WEB
In this step, our task is, given a set of companies, we use
a general search engine to construct a set of social networks
Gi (V, Ei ), i = 1, . . . , m, where m signiﬁes the number of
relations, V is the set of entities, and Ei is the set of edges
with respect to the i-th relation. We are only interested in
undirected networks.
The ﬁrst kind of social network is extracted using a cooccurrence-based approach [6, 8, 7]. Given a person name
list, the strength of relevance of two persons, x and y, is
estimated by putting a query x AND y to a search engine.
An edge will be invented when the relation strength by the
co-occurrence measure is higher than a predeﬁned threshold.
Subsequently, we extract three kinds of co-occurrence-based
networks: cooc network(Gcooc ), jaccard network(Gjacc ) and
overlap network(Gover ). The relational indices are calculated
respectively using the Matching coeﬃcient nx∧y , the Jaccard
coeﬃcient nx∧y /nx∨y (also used by [8, 6]), and the overlap
coeﬃcient nx∧y / min(nx , ny ) (used by [7]).
Based on Web co-occurrence networks, Y. Matsuo et al.
targeted the relations in a researcher community to classify
relations using C4.5 as a classiﬁer. In our experiments, we
ﬁrst extract jaccard network, then classify the edges into two
kinds of relational networks: an co-aﬃliation network (Gaf f i )
and a co-project network (Gproj ) which similar to Lab and
proj relational networks respectively.
Jin et al. proposed the relation-identiﬁcation approach to
extract target relational social networks [5]. Given a list of
companies and target relations as input, the method extracts
a social network of entities. To collect target relational information from the tops of web pages, it makes elaborate
queries to emphasize a speciﬁc relationship, and applies text
processing to those pages to form an inference of whether
or not the relation actually exists. Subsequently, we extract
two kinds of relational networks: an alliance network (Nalign )
and a lawsuit network (Nlawsuit ).

(d) Galign

(e) Glawsuit

Figure 1: Web-based social networks for companies with
diﬀerent relational indices or types.

Extracted networks for 312 companies are portrayed in
Fig. 1.We can see that the social networks vary with different relational indices or types even thought they contain
the same list of entities.

4.

RANKING LEARNING

Given constructed multiple relational networks for a list
of eitities, we can rank entities based on those given networks. Because these rankings are caused directly by relational network itself, we designate these as internal ranking.
For i-th relational network, the internal ranking is indicated
as R(Gi ) , and consequently call the target ranking external ranking, indicated as R̂. Our task is to ﬁnd the model
for internal ranking which correlates most with the external
ranking. We propose to use the following three methods to
learn ranking based on networks.

4.1 Approach 1: Choosing the most predictive
type of relation
With this method, we calculate some indices (such as centrality measures) based on the network for each type of relation. Although simple, it can be considered as an implicit
step of social network analysis given multiple relations. We
merely choose the type of relation that maximally explains
the given ranking. We rank each type of relational network,
then compare the internal ranking with the external ranking.
Intuitively, if the correlation to the internal ranking R(Gi )
is high, then the relation i as optimal parameter θ, which
represents the important inﬂuences among entities for the
given target:
θ = argmax Cor (R(Gi ) , R̂).

(1)

i∈m

Several means can be used to rank network entities with
diﬀerent meanings of prominence and importance. In social
network analysis, degree centrality (RD ), Betweenness centrality (RB ), and Clossness centrality (RC ) are often used to
identify the prominence or importance of an actor. Other
ranking methods such as PageRank (RP ) is deﬁned as its
steady-state visit probability on the Markovian network.
These measures characterize some aspects of the local or
global network structure, as seen from a given actor’s embeddedness in the network. Considering several meanings of
internal ranking, our method can be extended simply to ﬁnd
the parameter {i, j} ∈ θ (i ∈ m, j ∈ n), i-th network with jth ranking indices, which maximize the coeﬃcient between

(Gi )

internal ranking Rj

with target ranking R̂.
(Gi )

θ = argmax Cor (Rj

, R̂)

(2)

Figure 2: Correlation between each rankings with
external ranking of companies.

i∈m,j∈n
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4.3 Approach 3: Integrating multiple indices
from social networks
The most advanced method in our research is to integrate
multiple indices that are obtained from multiplex social networks. The goal of learning is to integrate all rankings from
networks into a single ranking of the instances. They are expected to be useful to interpret a given target ranking most
accurately.
Intuitively, we integrate multiple indices from social networks, thereby combining several perspectives of importance
for individuals from diﬀerent relational structures. This integration is accomplished by regression of ranking based on
various features. In this case, the purpose is to identify optimal parameters θ (i.e. weights for ranking features) in each
network:
(Gi )

θ = argmax Cor (wi,j · Rj

, R̂).

(4)

wi,j

(G )

Therein, the score of Rj i represents the ranking score on
i-th network with j-th ranking algorithm. Therefore, there
have m ∗ n feature space to represent an actor. We try to
identify the optimal combination weights wi,j , i ∈ m, j ∈ n)
and use SVM-regression to select optimal parameters.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Many existing algorithms related to ranking network entities speciﬁcally examine graphs with a single link type. However, multiple social networks exist in the real world, each
representing a particular relationship type, each of which
might be integrated to play a distinct role in a particular
task. We combine several extracted multiple social networks into one network and designate this kind of social
network as a combined-relational network. Our target is
using combined-relational social networks, which are integrated by multiple relational networks extracted from the
web, to learn and predict the ranking.
NetRank [1] is proposed to learn certain edge parameters
of Markovian walks on network. The ideal random walk is
likely to transit along edges of diﬀerent types with diﬀerent
probabilities, and in which transition parameters are learned
form given preference orders over pairwise nodes. Our model
is based on NetRank idea, set each relation type i has a
strictly positive weight β(i) > 0. In this case, transition
matrix A is desingend as
(
[β(i(x,y))∈E]
+ (1 − α)ry , e ∈ V0
α OutW
eight(x)
(3)
A(y, x) =
ry ,
otherwise
P
where OutWeight(x) =
y β(i(x, y)). A is a function of
the weights β, and we are looking for {βi } such that the p
solves p = Ap also satisﬁes given target ranking. Simply,
we randomly sampling the weights for each relation type
to combine a multi-relational network; we also do so based
on the feedback of relevance of internal ranking with target
ranking to tune the parameters.

㪇㪅㪍
㪚㫆㫉㫉㪼㫃㪸㫋㫀㫆㫅

4.2 Approach 2: Learning ranking using a
probabilistic model

㪇㪅㪍

(b) Correlation with
fundamental rankings

Table 1: Correlation between the external ranking
with integrated internal ranking with diﬀerent relation weights.
βcooc
0.72

βjacc
0.03

βover
0.14

βalign
0.1

βlawsuit
0.00

Cor
0.408

In this section, we describe results to clarify the eﬀectiveness of ranking learning on extracted social networks. For
the ﬁrst dataset, we use 312 electrical-product-related companies listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange1 to predict ranking of companies. We extract social networks of ﬁve kinds
from the web using a search engine (Fig.1): MSN2 : Cooc
network (Gcooc ), jaccard network (Gjacc ) and overlap network
(Gover ) networks are extracted using the co-occurrence-based
approach; alliance network (Galign ) and lawsuit network (Glawsuit )
are extracted using the relation-identiﬁcation approach described in Section 3. For second dataset, we use 253 researchers from the University of Tokyo to predict ranking of
researchers. We ﬁrst extract three co-occurrence-based social networks (Gcooc , Gjacc , Gover ), then label on the Gjacc
networt in order to extract co-aﬃliation network (Gaf f i ) and
a co-project network (Gproj ) among researchers.
In our experiments, we conduncted 3-fold cross-validation.
In each trial, two folds of actors are used for training, one
fold for prediction. The results we report in this section are
those average over three trials.

5.1

Predict Ranking of Market-Cap among
Companies

The target ranking of the companies is based on MarketCapmarket capitalization (Market-Cap)3 . Market-Cap represents the market’s valuation of all the equity in a company.
For the ﬁrst approach, we simply choose the most relevant
type of relation with Market-Cap. We rank each social network using various ranking methods introduced into Section
4.1. Fig. 2(a) shows all of ranking correlations between each
internal ranking and external ranking. Rankings with degree
(G )
(G )
centrality (RD i ) and closeness centrality RC i show the
good correlation with external ranking, which means that
big companies also readily co-occur with other companies
on the web, and also they are nearly connected with other
companies on the web. The Gcooc network produces good
rankings. It is explainable that one company frequently cooccurring with other companies on the web would make the
company well known. Consequently, the target ranking of
company will be improved. As a comparison with relational
1

http://proﬁle.yahoo.co.jp/industry/electrical/electrical1.html
http://jp.msn.com/
3
Actually, we used log transformations of these market values as the quantities used for this study.
2

Table 2: Results of SVM-regression, respectively using
relational indices, fundamental indices, and both indices
as features.
(G )

Cor(W · Rj i , R̂) Cor(R(F ) , R̂) Cor(R(BOT H) , R̂)
0.512
0.612
0.644
Figure 3: Correlation between each internal ranking
in researcher networks with external rank.
㪇㪅㪏
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indices produced from network, we use fundamental indices
4
which have been used traditionally for company valuation
to measure the relevance with Market-Cap. Fig. 2(b) shows
all of ranking correlation between rankings on fundamental
indices and external ranking. Ranking companies with these
carefully chosen fundamental indices have good relevance
with extrenal ranking, because they are aﬀected directly by
the company proﬁle itself, and it meets our intuition.
For the second approach, we randomly created transaction
weights for each relation type (total of transition weight as
0.9) on a Markov network and apply NetRank to select optimal parameters. Table 1 shows the best parameter sets
that generate 0.358 relevance between internal ranking and
target ranking. The correlation is not so high. The possible
reason is that the relations be aggregated into one network
would lose some information of individual relations. However, we can see the Gcooc and Galing create positive impact
on the combined-relational network. impact.
Finally, we integrate multiple indices obtained from multiple social networks with several ranking indices as features
of a company. We use the linear kernel SVM to combine
these features. Table 2 shows the correlation between target
ranking with estimated rankings using fundamental indices
only, relational indices only, and both indices as features of
a company. Fundamental indices yield a good estimation.
However, combination of the fundamental indices with relational indices performs better than fundamental indices only.
We can see that the relations and structural embeddedness
of a company aﬀect the company performance itself.
Results demonstrate that relations with powerful companies is more eﬃcient than forming relations with small companies. For target ranking of companies with Mark-Cap,
the rankings on cooc network is most relevant. Also the degree centrality and closeness centrality have good relevance
with target ranking. It means that, big companies are readily co-occur with other companies on the web, and nearly
connected with other companies.

5.2 Predict Ranking of Paper Productivity
among Researchers
Academic papers are often the product of several researchers’
collaboration. Therefore, a good position in a social network
4

ROE (return on equity), ROA (return on assets), PER (price
earnings ratio ), PBR (price to book value ratio), Sales, Assets, Asset Ratio, Dividend Yield, and Employee number

is derived through good performance. Is there any relation
that is important to predict productivity?
Fig. 3 shows the ranking correlation between each kind of
internal ranking and external ranking. Correlations between
external rankings with each internal ranking are apparently
not important. We then integrate multi-relational networks
using transaction weights on diﬀerent relational types. The
best set of parameter < βcooc , βjacc , βover , βaf f i , βproj >is
< 0.74, 0.00, 0.01, 0.14, 0.01 >. Finally, we used a linear kernel SVM regression to train and learn the ranking. The
correlation between predicted ranking from internal rankings and external ranking is 0.326, which is improved even
though it is still not highly relevant.
We can see that the correlations between researcher’s ranking with network-produced internal rankings are apparently
not relevant. Perhaps the professor’s publications (number
of papers) are not highly related with our social networks. A
further examination on ﬁnding which rankings are sensitive
with relations will be done in the future.

6.

CONCLUSION

This paper describes methods of learning the ranking of
named entities from a social network mined from the web.
Various relations pertain to our lives: their combinations
and their aggregate impacts are inﬂuential to predict features of entities. These tasks include ranking or scores for
target entities, i.e. external ranking. Based on that intuition, we constructed our ranking learning model from social
networks to predict the ranking of other entities. We ﬁrst
extracted diﬀerent kinds of social networks from the web.
Then, we used these networks and a given target ranking
to learn important relations ranking indices. We proposed
three approaches to obtain the ranking model. Our approach suggests an interesting and important direction for
advanced web mining.

7.
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